
 

A2Z Marmat Profile 

a2z Marmat is a home solutions based company located in Kathmandu. Our company is here 

to solve your technical problem related to plumbing, electricity, home appliances, air-

condition, painting etc. by our professional team. We provide repair & maintenance services 

for your homes and office at reasonable costs. a2z Marmat is committed to professionalism as 

well as customer's satisfaction through quality service. 

 

 



 

Who We Are 

a2z Marmat is a home solutions based company. we are ready to solve your home technical 

problem by our professional and expert team. we provide repair & maintenance services for 

your homes and office at reasonable costs. We are committed to our professionalism, as well 

as, customer's satisfaction. 

Our Approach 

We’ve worked really hard to get where we are today, and we have a different goal for the near 

future and we’re working on that too. We always focus on our customers satisfaction. We 

believe that that path to make great profit is through customer satisfaction; we don’t need to 

make more money to raise prices in services we provided, we simply need is to take care of 

our customer need ‘n sat 

Our Mission 

a2z Marmat aim for the highest standards of company excellence by supporting & employing 

our focused staffs and maintaining the high levels of integrity with our customers. To be 

committed in finding original & innovative solutions to meet the needs and expectations of 

every customers. 

Our Vision 



To become a professional provider of comprehensive services and solutions for homes and 

offices all over Nepal, and improve the quality of peoples lives through technology solutions 

by serving them the best quality of services at their doorway. a2z Marmat aims for the highest 

standards of company excellence by supporting & employing our focused staffs and 

maintaining the high levels of integrit 

Message from director 

 

a2z Marmat is the leading home service providing skilled and experienced staffs for various 

repairs and maintenance services, in Nepal. It’s not only provides the homes repairs and 

maintenance services, but also the all the maintenance services of the customers’ 

requirements include business services & others many services. Our solutions are designed to 

enhanced on the bases of our customers goals & satisfaction. We always focus on our 

customers satisfaction. We believe that path to make great profit is through customer 

satisfaction . we don’t need to make more money to raise prices in services we provided, we 

simply need is to take care of our customer need ‘n satisfaction. We specially designed this 

site to serve all the repairs & maintenance services that suits to each and every client. Our 

company serve to the customers all the repairs & maintenance services and according to their 

requirements services, also improve the quality of people lives through latest technology 

solutions by serving our customers the quality services at their door. 
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